1. Preparing the FMX Generator for Use

Plug generator into a grounded AC outlet and switch rear power button on (1). If desired, connect foot pedal to rear of generator (2).

The front power button will blink blue, indicating that it is plugged in and rear power button is switched to on. Press front power button to turn system on.

Adjust volume to desired level by pressing the audio button (top left corner), then pressing the up or down arrow buttons. When finished, press the back button.

Note: The reusable FMX Power Module has a dark blue cable and the disposable FMX Power Module has a white cable. See the power module Directions for Use for additional information.

2. Connecting FMX Power Module and Surgical Tool

Connect the FMX Power Module to the selected FMX surgical tool. Insert the power module into the handpiece body and push until it is fully engaged.

If using a reusable power module, connect the included air line in 2 places: (1) on the rear of the power module, and (2) on the connector that plugs into the generator.

Connect the FMX Power Module to the front of the generator.

3. Using the FMX Surgical Tool

Adjust power settings to desired level using up or down arrow buttons.

Activate the surgical tool by pressing the appropriate activation button, or by pressing the appropriate foot pedal.

When not in use, place the surgical tool on a wet, sterile towel. The tip can remain hot after deactivation.

To clean coagulum from the surgical tool, gently wipe the tip with moistened surgical wipes.

4. Disposing of FMX Components

Disconnect the power module by pressing down on the white latch and removing the power module. If using a disposable power module, discard the power module and surgical tool. Otherwise, dispose of the surgical tool and disposable air line.

If using a reusable power module, and if it has yet to exceed its service life, clean and re-sterilize the power module according to the Directions for Use to prepare it for its next use. Otherwise, discard the power module.

As needed, wipe the generator clean with soft cloth, water, and mild disinfectant or detergent.

For additional information on the advantages and safety of the FMX Ferromagnetic Surgical System, please visit domainsurgical.com.
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